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ABSTRACT
CONDITIONS FOR UNIQUENESS OF LIMIT GIBBS
STATES
M. Arafat Saliin 
M.S. in Mathematics
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Azer Kerimov 
August, 1998
In this work we studied the problem of phase transitions in one-dirnensional 
models with unique ground state. A model ha\dng two spins, one ground state 
and exhibiting phase transition is constructed.
Keywords : Gibbs state, ground state, interaction potential, harniltonian, 
spin, Markov chain, phase transition.
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ÖZET
LİMİT GİBBS DURUMLARLMN TEKLİĞİ İÇİN ŞARTLAR
M. Arafat Şahin
Matematik Böliimü \’üksek Lisans 
Tez Yöneticisi: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Azer Kerimov 
Ağustos. 1998
Bu tezde bir boyut lu bir zemin durumu olan modellerde faz dönüşümlerini 
inceledik. Ayrıca iki sjıin ve bir zemin durumuna sahi]) faz dönü.şümlü bir 
model kurduk.
A nahitr  Ktlimder:Gihhs durumu. :an in  durumu, (ikiledim polansiytU. 
hanıiltonyan, spin, Markov zinciri, faz  dönüşümü .
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The theory of Gibbs measures is a branch of Classical Statistical f-’hysics but 
can also be viewed as a part of Probability Theory. Tlie notion of a Gil>bs 
measure dates back to R.L Dobrushin (1968-1970) and O.E. Lanford and D. 
Hnelle (1969) who propo.sed it as a natural mathematical dcscripiion of an 
i'(|uilibriiini state of a physical .system which consists of a very large number of 
acting components. In ])robabilistic terms, a Gibbs measure is nothing other 
than the distribution.of a countably infinite family of random varialdes which 
admit some prescribed conditional probabilities. During the thn'e decades since 
1968, tills notion has recieved considerable interest from both mathematical 
])hysicist.s and probabilists. The physical significance of Gibbs measures is now 
generally accepted, and it became evident that the physical questions involved 
give rise to variety of fascinating probabilistic problems.
If we are asked to summarize our work by a single word, it will be. of course, 
"Phase Transition’’ which comes from the vocabulary of physics, the transition 
from a gaseous state to a liquid state, for example.
Let us consider the following example from Statistical Physics, consider 
the liquid-vapour phase transition of a real gas. On the macroscopic level, 
t his phase transition is again characterized by a jump discontinuity, namely 
a jump of the density of the gas as a function of the ])ressure (at a fixed 
\alue of temperature). Let us adopt the follow'ing sim])lified jiicture ol a gas. 
riie gas consists of a huge number of jiarticles which interact via some iorces. 
I'o describe the spatial distribution of the particles we may imagine that the
1
roui airier of the gas is flivided into a large nuinher of cells which arc^  of Ihe 
same order of magnitude as the jrarticles. To each cell we assign its occupation 
number,i.e. the number of particles in the cell. (More generally, we could 
also distinguish between particles of different tyjres or orientations). We also 
replace the forces attraction between tlie jrarticles by an effective interaction 
between the occupation numbers. The resulting caricature of a gas is called 
a lattice gas. In spite of all defects of this reduced picture, one might ex]>ect 
that a lattice gas still exhibits a liquid-vapour phase transition.
The question is that how can we describe the equilibirium stale of these 
])hysical systems in mathematical terms? This question leads to the concept 
of a Gibbs measure.
In words, a Gibbs measure is a mathematical idealization of an «‘quilibrium 
slate of a physical syslem which consists of a very large nurnbei· of interacting 
com])onents. In the language of Probability Theory, a Gibbs measure is simply 
t lu' distribution of a stochastic process which, instead of being indexed by the 
1 ime. is ])arametrized by the sites of a spat ial lat.tice. and has the special feat ure 
of admitting prescribed versions of tlie conditional clistributions with res])ect. 
1,0 the configurations outside finite regions. As evi<lent from the last sentence, 
tlu-re is a formal analogy between Gibbs measures and Markov c'lains.
.Mext we introduce some mathematical definitions.
Let. S  be a countably infinite set and (£ ’,E ) any measurable s])ace. A family 
(u’,),e5 of random variables which are defined on some probability space and 
take values in {E ,E )  is called a random field, or a spin system.
5  is called the parameter set.
(7?,E!) is called the state space. 
u>i is called the spin at state i.
Let ii =  =  {(wt)t€5  · € E } ,  then each element in i2 is called a
configuration and ii is the set of all possible configurations.
Let E =  be the product cr—algebra on fl, i.e, the smallest o’—algebra 
containing the cylinder events.
Thus a random field is just a probability measure of the product space (f2 ,S ). 
set of all random fields is denot ed by p(ii, S ).
Next, let (,5 =  {A C 5  : A 7  ^ 0, |A| < 0 0 ) An interaction potential is a
liiinily (j| fiuictioMS >^/1 : il —>11 vviili l lio following proporl if's:
1) For cad I d G (/?, 4>/i is E/i-measurable.
2) For all A € 9? and uj G Î2, the series: — YIa^v, AÇ\K=fl·
U^{lo) is called the total energy of lo in A for >^. It is also called llarniltoiiian.
Next, we introduce a probability distribution on the space defining the 
])robability of a configuration by: 
exp[-/:fy/;!’(a;^)]
where Za is a normalizing factor defined by the condition: — I ·
TI,„sZA =  E „ *e n ,« l> | -/ » « t(“''')l·
Z/^  is called a partition function.
fi =  [k T )~ ' , where k is a constant, we consider it to be 1 and 7' is the tempre-
(.11 re.
The ])robability distribution defined above is called a Gibbs probability 
flisi rilnil ion in A corres])onding to the given Mamillonian.
Now, let A G ip. and let /1, 6  C A be such (hat A f ] B  =  0 and hdiA) C B .
\\v use
|u;~ ) — Pr(u.'i — , i G A| uJj — LOj', j   ^ B )
1,0 (h'liote (he conditional probability that u,A equals u>~'' on (he sel .1 under 
the condition that ils values on the set B  ecjuals lc'"'’ .
A ])robability distribution P  on the spase ii is said to det('rmine a Cilibs 
random field (it is also cailed DLR state or Gibbs state) if the conditional 
distribution generated by the distribution P  coincides with the
Gibbs distribution in A with the boundary configuration for arbitrary
finite subsets A ,B  C S  such that A f ] B  =  ili and bd{A) C B .
If P  is not unique, the given Hamiltonian is said to exhibit a phase transition.
Chapter 2
SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS 
FOR UNIQUENESS
2.1 Introduction
Tlie ])rol)lem of phase 1 ransitions in oiie-dirneMsioiial models has al l rad ed t he 
interest of inan,y authors during the last decades. The existenci' (the alisence) 
of phase transitions in some one-dimensional models was proved in [1]-[I3]. 
In this chapter we im'estigate sufhcient conditions for the uni(|uenc'ss of limit 
Gibbs states in one-dimensional models.
It is well known that the condition 3:t/(.r) < oo {(J{x)  is a pair
potential of long range) implies uniqueness of limit Gibbs states [l]-[3]. Here 
we consider models including the alternative case U{x) ~  where o <
Q <  1.
In the following sections we develop a method establishing uniqueness of 
Gibbs states under verj· natural conditions similar to the conditions for two- 
or more- dimensional models.
2.2 The Uniqueness Conditions
Let us consider a. model on Z’ with the Hamiltonian
=  E  ' 'M B ) )
Scz'
f i . l
where the spin variables '- {^x) € ^ is a finite set, the potential
is a not necessarily translationally invariant function.
On the potential U{>^{B)) we impose the natural condition whidi is neces­
sary for the thermodynamic limit;
^  |f/(v?(/?))| < conai
B C Z ':x -6S
where the const does not de])end on x and the configuration (yi’(.r).
( 2 . 2 )
We suppose that the model (1) has a )iiii(|ue ground state and sat-
i.sfies the following slahility condition : for any finite set .4 C with lentrth
(2.3)
where t > 0, |y4| is tlie number of sites of A and is a perturbation of 
the ground state on the finite set A.
We also suppose that the potential U{B)  satisfies some natural decreasing 
condition ( see (22)).
Theorem 1. There e.xists /?„ > 0, such that at any > /?f,· flie model (1) 
has a unique limit Gibbs state.
We jrrove Theorem 1 based on the ideas introduced in [10]. Tlie main idea 
of the proof is tlie following.
LH l y  1)0 tl)o Hoginoiil [—K, K]. .Sn])))os(' Ihril iho !)oun(l;irv ooiidilion.'-
^p{x) =  ip^{.r),x € Z' — ]y  are fixed and
« ^ (,^ (.r)| v '(i))=  5 ;  U M B ] )
SCZl:Bn[a,6)5i0
A set of all configurations ip{x)]x G Jy  we denote by <1^ ^^ )·
Due to the condil.ions (2| arid (d) llie ])artitioii funrtion Hj <-orres])onding 
to the boundary conditions y ^ x) is finite and the Cibbs distribution J^y{if(x)) 
on the set is well defined.
Let G ) be a configuration wit h ihe minimal energy :
(2.1)
1'lien rlie (.-onfiguration y . , a l m o s t  coimides with the ground stall- of 
the model (1) (see Lemma 1 I. Due to the condition (2) the diirerence between 
(“iiergies of two minimal conligurations y,„,„ and corresjionding to different 
boundary cotiditions is boutided fry some con.stant. Thus, we can <iefine a 
common (for all boundary conditions) contour (a contottr will be defined as a 
connected subconfiguration not coinciding with the grovtnd state) model and 
b}' using of a well-known trick [17] we come to noninteracting clusters from 
interacting contours.
Consider an arbitrary segment / in the volume ly ,  two arbitrary boundary 
conditions y^(a;) and <f {^x)· We prove that the dependence of the expression 
P^{ip'{l))/P^{(f'{I))  on the boundary conditions (y’ (x) and (p^{x) can be re­
duced to the sum of statistical weights of super clusters connecting the segment 
1 with the boundary and this expression is negligible at low temperatures.
Therefore, two arbitrary extreme Gibbs st.ates are mutuallj' continuous and 
hence coincide.
2.3 Proof of Theorem 1
Let be a. configuration with the minimal energy. The follow­
ing lemma describes the structure of the configuration {:r).
Lernrna 1. For arbitrary fixed boundary conditions there exist pos­
itive constants Nl and Nl not depending on the boundary conditions (/?’ (./’) 
and F , such that the restriction of the configuration (.;·) on interval
[—K -f V — coincides with the ground stale
It can l)c easily shown that the lemma follows from the condition (22). 
1ч)г the detailed proof of this statement see [10]. Below we give a proof of 
1 lie lemma in the special translationally invariant potential case. This proof is 
rather amusing due to the fact that it does not emplo}  ^ any of the conditions 
(2),(3) and (22) and uses only the very natural condition that, the potential 
tends to zero while the distance between interacting elements ti'iids to infinitv.
Proof. Obviously, for each value of \ there are numliers A 'l ' l lV )  mid 
A’,)'(K,(^') p (0 < Nl{V,ip^) < F ,0  < A)((\'.y;’ ) < F )  satisfying the lemma, 
thus, the rest fiction of the configuration r ’v'" ’' (.'lO [~ ~
coincides with the ground state
Let and be minimal, that is A ^ / ( V , +  Nl{V,tp^) is
minimal.
Let =  rnax{Nl{V,<f^),Nl{V,ip^)) and
Nb{V) =  max^^Nb{V,^^)
where the second maximum is taken over all possible boundary conditions
In order to prove the lemma, we show that raaxvNb{V)  is bounded. 
Indeed, suppose that m axvN i{V )  is not bounded. Then there exist a
sequence of nuniluu's V{k). a seijiuiiice of l)oiniflary eondil ions
— [—\4,V),.] and coircs])Oiiding sequence of coniiguralions vvil.li mini­
mal energy = 1 , 2 , ,  such that lini/j-^ oo = °o and
^b{V{k)·,^^') = oo.
Without loss of generality we assume that =  oo.
Define a maximal nonnegative integer number =  
llie condition:
sati.sfying
rV{k) ^ (i-V (J) + N l -  z , - V H )  + A'/l) ^  'y’ ' ( [ -V {k )  +  N l -  : . - V ( k )  +  JV'])
Due to the definitions,  ^ > 0, if k is sufficienl ly large. Below
we assume that r -- z{V{k).y^') > 0.
Now we are faced with two ]iossihle cases.
Case 1. I i III k'-oo~{y{k')·, ) + iV{k') -  X[) -  { -V {k ' )  +  \l,i =  oc for some
subsequenci' k' of k.
Case 2. iiiiu'f;z{V{k),ip^') +  ( V(k') —i\'l} — { — V{k') + N l)  is bounded, where 
the maximum is taken over all values of k.
Let us define a configuration 'ipv(k'){ '^) =  ~ ^)-
In the first case we put x =  V{k') — Nl +  z/2. Thus. ipv(k'){^) is a
nin,k'
Z ( t ' )V{k') — Nl — z¡2  shift of (x) to the right .
In the si'cond case we ])ut x =  V{k') — N[/2. Thus, 4'V{k'){x)  is a 
V{k') — N l/2  shift of (.r) to the right .
Now not(' that
1. In both ca.ses the support of the configurations V'’v(fc')(-'0 infinitely grows
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İM bol,İl (lin'd,ioMs wlicii V{k') goes lo iniinily.
2. In both cases the rcistrictioii of the configurations < o an_y interval
-L, L] (when L  is sufficiently large) does not coincide with the ground state:
- L . i l )
To verify the first ])roperty we have to show lhat in the configuration 
rv{h') { '^) distancijs dist{ — V (k').—x) and disl( — .r,V{l·')) lend to infinity 
in both cases.
The first profierty readily follows from the definitions.
In the first case, dist{ — V {k'),—x) > in both cascds and since A'/ tends
to infinity the expression dist{—V(k'). —.?) unboundedly grows. The ('xprcission 
(/es/,(-J·, V{k')) > z j2  + {V{k') -  yV,;·) -  { -V {k ' )  +  A·'/) and obviously tc'iids 
to infinity in the first case. In the second case we have tu ■'Ikav that both 
distances d/.s/f —.v, \ (Â')) and di.‘il( — \'[k').—x) unboundedly grow when A/ 
tends to infinity. It directly follows from the fact that d is t {—.r. \ '(//)) > A’,(/2 
and dist{ — \'{k'),—:i·) — Nl/2. The first ))ropertj? is jiroved.
The second ])ro))erty in the first case readily follows from the definition of
In the second case assume that there is a segment \—L· 1.] such that the 
restriction of 0(x’) to the interval [—i ,  L\ coincides with some ground state 
(,5(3;). Then by definition of N[ and Nl ( Nl{V,ip’^ ) +  is minimal)
2 L <  ( V { k ' ) - N l ) - i - V { k ' ) + N l ) a n d  s m c e z / 2 + { V { k ' ) - N l ) - ( - V { k ' ) + N ‘)\s 
bounded ( over the set of all k') 2L is bounded and the second ])i operf y is held.
We say that a sequence of configurations VT(t)(3’) poinl-wisely converges 
lo the configuration ?/>(.t ), if for each x € Z\ there exists A'l, such that 
(3;) =  V’(·'·), if k > k).
After this natural definition, by using a diagonal argument we can show
Ilial. I.lic scHpirncc f>' = 1/2,... lias a.1. Uvisl oik* limil |)oiiit, say
•i/)'"”'(.7;) 7^  (/?'"■ . Indoed, there exi.sts a subsequence VH'(;,')(·''·) t)l '/’K(/.')(·'·) ,sncli 
that is a constant. There exi.sts a subsequence
sucli that is a constant. There exists a subse(|uen( c. |/уц.,ч’ (.-г) of'V(k') v(k ')
V’vqV)(^)’ such that Фуш) i ~ i )  is a. constant. By continuing this jjrocess weV(k')
obtain a subsequence VViV)'’ * Фу(к){^) which converges (o some
Л/(А') 
,0.1 
(A')
con fi gu rat i on (,T).
Now, note that i/)™'"(ai) is a ground slate. In fact. sup])o.se that i/’ (;;·) is an 
arbitrary perturbation of on some finite set U’.
where y> (.r) is the same jierturbalion of y:>”‘'“ (.7;) on the set IT — .r.
and for ('acli fixed IT the tlie term c(lT. ) tends to z(*ro uniformly
with res]>ed to y '^ while V{L·') tends to inlinity.
But by conslruction l iv i ' f  ii· Therefore.
I I i y  (.;·)) — //(y"'"'(.r) > 0 and v"‘"‘{.r] is a ground state.
Now not(' that the configuration v ’"”''(.r) ф due to the second pro])-
ert\'. In fact, since the configuration c’\ (/,.q(.r), which is just a shift of ,
the ground state can not coincide with фу(к')(^‘) on the interval [—L ,L ] .  
And ф”"^{х) is a limit of configurations 0vqA')(x).
This contradicts the assumption that m oxyN b{V )  is not bounded.
Lemma 1 is proved.
Consider t he partition of Z’ into segments Ik , where Ik is a segment with 
the center at x =  k and with the length 1.
Let us consider an arbitrary configuration ip{x). We say that a segment 
Ik is not regular, if there exists a segment If., connected with Ik, such that 
ip{Ik) 7  ^ (f^^{Il)· Two non regular segments are called connecte<l provided their 
intersection is not empty. The connected components of non rc'gular segments
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<l(iiiiicd in Hiicli away arc called snjjporl.s of conl.onr.s and are^  dcnoi.cd as su ppK  
The i)a.ir K  =  {suppK ,ip{suppK )) is called a. contour.
Let and he two Gibbs states of the model (1) corres])onding to the 
boundary conditions and (p^(x) respectivel}^
LermriH 2. Gibbs measures P^ and P^ are absolutely conlinuoiis with re- 
to each oi lier.
Proof. Lot 1 — [u,¿] be an arbitrary segment and ^'{1) l>e an arbitrary
configuration.
In ordi'r to prove the lemma we show that there e.xist two ])ositiv(' constants 
•s and S  not depending on /, and such lhal
,  < P '(s : 'l7 ) )/ P '(/ (y ))  < ,y
Let P y  and P y  he Gibbs measures corro'spoiiding to the' boundary con­
ditions i^'(a·), and v?^(x), x € Z' — ly ix'spectively, wIkmc Z' — fy  ■ 
(—oo. —V'’ — J] U [K -f 1, d-oo).
Thus,
Iimv_oo P y  “  limv—cc P y  =
where by convergence we mean weak convergence of probability measures.
For establishing the inequality (5) we jnove that for each fixed interval 7, 
there exists a. number Vq{I ) ,  depending on 1 only, such that for V > Vo
* < P U v V ) ) / P U f V ) )  < s (2.6)
Let 7/((^(.r)|( ’^ (a:),(^™'"’’ (x)) denote the relative energy of a configuration
11
’{x) (with respect to (x)):
//(vr(x)|,,'(x),Vt~”''(x ))  =  y/Mx)|s>'(x)) -  //(. “^ ■“•>(x)|v>’ (x))
Consider
, , , , , ,  i;e(tvrr(/)=x’(t)<'-'''P(-/i'"MA')lv>’ (x),¥>“ ‘"''(x)))'(v>'(/),K,V’ '(x ) )
Pv(v>V))  =
where x,'·' =  xU\· — l\<p'{x),i^'i I denotes the partition funct ion
conesponding to tije hoiindfiry coinlilions js'(,r),x G Z' — ^'{1). x € 1 and
r (v t(/ ) ,V ./ (x ))
^  e x p { - l 3 { U M A ) ) - U ( ^ ’“‘- H A m  i =  1,2 (2.7)
ACZ^  :s4n/5i0;/lnZ'-7v'7i0
where <p{x) in the sum (6) is equal to ^'{x) for x €  7 and it is equal to c^ ’ 
for X € — Jy .
The expression (7) gives the ’’direct” interaction of (p{l) with the boundary 
condition ip'.
We can express P y { p ' { I ) )  in just the same way.
In order to ])i'ove the inequality (G) it is enough to establish inequalities (8) 
and (9):
12
and
l / 5 < ( i r ) / ( ÿ 7 ) < i A
for arbil.rary
Indeed, if the inequalities (6) and (7) hold, then
1/(1/») < P l( l» '(/ ) )/ P t (v . '(/ ) )  < l/ ( l/ 5 )
(2.9)
since the (|iiotient of «i)/ŒT"=i bi) lies between /;)///(«,■//),·) and
7itax[a; l>i).
Now we start to prove the inequalities (8) and (9).
The inequality (8) is a direct consequence of the natural condition on the 
decreasing of the potential; for each fixed 1 there exists Vo, such t hat if > V7), 
then 1 <  >''((^(7), V, < 1.1; f =  1,2.
So, in order to complete the proof of Lemma 2 we have to establish the 
following inequality ( which is just the transformed inequality (9)):
—1," —2/
(2. 10)
Define a super partition function
(£'■" £ " ' )
J^exi)(-^/y(V5^(7v)|v?'{x),V’"(a-)(,5"“"(.r)))exp(-/777((^^(/v)|v?^(.T),V?'(x)7^”'’"(^·)))
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where the summation in Y^ j, is taken over all paiis of (■.oniigiiral ions 9?''( /v) 
and such that <^ (^7) =  [ : r {1) =  p'{:r•r .
Now we show that for each fixed interval 7, there exists a numher Ki(7), 
whicli depends on 7 oidy, such that if V > Vo(/)
. „ 1  ! n , _ 1 //_o /,
(2 . .1.1)
for two positive constants s and .S' not depending on 7, p ’ (.r). p~(.r), p'(.r) 
and p "(x).
.Now we to ie])resent the super partition functions (Z* and
(n'· E^'*) in more convenient form. Roughly s])eaking:. by using a well-known 
1c'chni(|ue we are going to pass to noninteracting clusters from interacting con­
tours [17].
Let the Itoundarv conditions p(.r) = [r(·'')· ■'' € I — yc. —V — I] L T -f I . cc )] 
be hxoid. As above the set of all configurations p{x]:.r  € [—iL I ] wi* (huiote by
It is obvious that for each contour A . such that <u])pl\ € [—1 EA r. —;V;,], 
there exists a configuration i/tA-([—I . \']) such tliat the only coniour of the 
configuration is 7v .
The weight of contour K  will be calculated by the following formula:
Consider the Gibbs distribution on corresponding to the bound­
ary conditions <(?’ (3·) =  [(/?’ (.?:),.7: € ( —00 , —V'"— 1] U + l,o o )j ;
P^(V7'(o:)) =
exp(-/7(77(yXr)|(^y.r),y"^""’ (3:)))) 
E. (^χ·)€« (^V) exp(-/7(77((^(a:)|i^’ (.r).^"‘"^ -’ (30)))
(2.13)
Let (^(z) €  ^ (P ) be an arbitrary cojifiguration, the boundary of the p {x )
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includi's cl finite iiiiinlx'.r of contours A',·: i =  I , Tlie s('t of all contours of 
tlio houndary conditions will Ix' denoti'd hy An.
Tlx^ st atistical w(‘ii>:Iit of a. contour is
w{ Ki )  =  (‘X])(-/:/7 (A',·)) ( 2. 11)
The following eqiuil.ion i.s a. clireel roiiseciuencx? of the foninihis (12) and (hi)
= [ ]  <«( A',) ^'xp<-/f6'( A'..· A'. ·.... A'„)
t =  ]
(2 .ir>)
wliere the multiplier C/(A"y,7\d......h\,) coir('S])onds t,o tJie inleraction Ix'
tween contours and with the houndarv condit.ions
f/(A'u. A',......A'. i = ^  r ; i A \ ......A-,,) =  V  f {H )
/..=2»1 {B)eii>i{K,i... K,,)
(2.l(i)
W'liere at each fixed k the suinination i.s taken over all possible collections 
i ] ......//.·. >j =  0 ,.... ri. ¡1 < /„i, if / < in.
The interaction between some point x from the support of h\ and some 
])oint y from the support of A'2 aiises due to the fact that the weight of t.he 
contour A'l was calculated under assumption tliat the configuration outside 
■s»;?/>(A']) coincides with the ground state.
We do not need the explicit expressions of J ( B )  and {ini{K·,, they are 
very huge and we do not write them down. For the pair potent ial case .see [10].
For simplicity 7\',. f =  1 , will be denoted by 7\,, i € I. Thus, t he formula. 
( I ·')) has the form :
exi)(-/777(^(.r)|^'’(:,-),v:>’''‘"''(.r)) -  H "’( A',)<'xp(-/^C(7W, A',.....I<„))
/61
J.')
(2 .17)
'I'Ik ' sf'l. of ;ill inti'i iirt ion ('l('inciit s H  in I !)(' iloiiMi' snm ( I (i) will Kr (li'not('<l 
l>y I d  ( lor !,])('. ]>rlir pot.initifll will !)(' i\ |)flil‘ of points (:/·,//). \\ l il(' (17) ns 
follows :
ir)}  =  n  n  + C X | ) ( -  if< 1^)-
lei B£iG
(2. IS)
¿fYoin (1 (S) wo o('j
vvliere tlic siiirininlioii is l.akeii (A'or all snl)S(Ms /(/' (inclniliiiii i Ik‘ ('mptx' 
s(‘t,) of the set, JG\ ami (/{B) =  ex])(— i f i B ) )  — 1.
(\)iisiil('r an ailht i-ai’v term of t he .<iini (If)), wliicli cori-i'spoiKl- i o 1 1k' siih- 
s('t. I d '  C /0'. Let lli(' interaction (‘Irnu'iil B  G K d  ronsidc']· i!n' s('t K of 
all contoiirs such that foi' (vich contain' !\ C K.  Hie S('t .s///;/;A f j c o n t a i n s  
oii(‘ pchnt.. We call an\' two coiitonrs from K conneet(\l/l'h(' set uf contoms 
i\' is called Id '  roniK'cted if for an\’ iwo (’ontours K and A’,, llie]-(' exists a 
collcH'tion ( Ah = 7\y,, A - j , = 7\ J  such t,hal an\’ t,wo contom-s A ,· and 
— J. ai'(' coiiiiected 1)\' some interaction (dement B  G K d
The ])air D =  [(7\,, /· =  1,.... ¿i): 76’'], wdiere IG' is some s(M of interaction 
elements, is called a cluster provided there exist,s a configuration contain­
ing all Ki\i — J , .s; 76"' C JG\ and the set [Ki^i — l, . . . , .s) is /(/' coniK'ctcxl. 
The statistical weiglit of a cluster D is defined hv the fonimla
(LM>0)
i=l (.>■,;/)€/G'
Nolo that 'w(D) is not necessarily i)osi(iv(‘.
Two (lusters D] and D2 are called coni|)atil)le |)rovid(Ml any Iwo conlours
H)
/\'i and J<2 iK'longing to />>) and i(^ s])(i< tivdy, arc coni])atih](i. A s('t. of 
clnstcrs is called coni|)atil)l<> provided any two chist(;rs of il. arc- conipal iMe.
W D — {(A'i, ?■ =  .s);/6’'], tlien we say that Ki 6 Dyi =
The following lemma is a direct conse(|uence of the definitions.
L em m a 3. Let boundary conditions (,r), rr G ( —oo, — — 1] U
[V'^  +  1, co)] be fixed.
If [ D i , D m ]  is a compatible set of clusters and l j ”l ,  su])j>Di C [—1', V'],. 
then there exists a configuration 'y(x) which contains this set of clusters. Imr 
<'ach configuration y(x)  we have
exp(-.i/y(^(.i;)|<^’(.r).;^''""'’(.r)) = ^  >
IG'CIG
where the dust('rs D¡ are complet('ly d('t.('rmined by tlie sc'l I O'. 'PIk' ])ar- 
tition function is
where tlie summation is taken over all non-ordered ccm])atible collections of 
dusters.
Lemma 3 shows t hat, we come to noninteracting clusters from interacting 
contours.
The following generalization of the definition of compatibility allows us to 
lepresent (E ’ ’” E  ^') as a single partition function.
A set of clusters is called su])er compatible provided any of its two ])arts 
coming from two Hamiltonians is compatible. In other words, in super com­
patibility an intersect ion of supports of two clusters is allowed.
L em m a 4. Let boundary conditions p^ {^x) =  G ( —oo,—H — J] U
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[\^  +  L oo)] riiui X E ( — 0 0 , — V — I] I i [V 4- I , oc )] Ix' iixc'd.
If lA ,  .,A»| is fi super cornpatiljle set of clusters ami U,’=i C
[— flicu there exist two cxuifiguiations </>'*(.'/■) and which contain
tliis set of clusters. For each pair of configurations <p {^x) and '-p'^ ix) we lia.ve
JG'CJGJG"CIG
where t.lie clusters D: are completely determined by the sets IG' and IG".  
ddie super partition function is
E·-"·-’· '= (E>·" E'^') =  E - ( A ) . . . M A . )
where the summation is taken over all non-ordered su])er compatihle collec- 
f ions of clusters.
Lemma -1 is an analogue of Lemma 3.
Let u){D\)...w{D,n \ he a term of the su])er partition function E ‘ ’ .
The connected components of the collection [supp{D i),•<upp{D m )]  are 
the supports of the super clusters. A super cluster SD  is a pair 
{supp{SD),(p{supp{SD)}. Below, instead of the expression "super compati­
ble collection of clusters” we use the expression ’’compatible collection of super 
clusters”.
A cluster ( a super cluster) D =  =  1, ..., r);/G"] {S D  =
[ {K i , i  =  1 ,...,r);/G"]) is said to be long if the intersection of the set 
( U t i  suppKi))  U IG' with both I  and Z’ -  Jy  =  ( - 00 , - K  -  1] U [K +  1 ,0 0 ) is 
nonempty. In other words, a long cluster (su])er cluster) connects the boundary 
with the segment 7.
A set of super clusters is called compatible provided the set of all clusters
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Ix'loiigiiig to tli('S(' sii|)(T clusters are su])er coiupai.ihU'.
Tlic following important lemma shows that in our estimates long snper 
clusters are negligible.
L em m a 5. For each fixed interval /, there exists a )iumb('r Vu(/), which 
depends on / only, such that if V > V.,U)
1/2 E'·'·’ " < 5'·'«"·'·' = )...■»(,m „ )
where the summation is taken over all non-long, non-orch'ied compatible
collections of super clusters ......S'Z),„],U/=i ■'^uppiSD;) C 7.v — / coire-
s])onding to the boundary conditions (,5^(.r),.r G Z’ — and
€ 1 .
. Consider a collection of contours /pj. A’l , ..., Kn- The value of the interaction 
of t.he contour 7vo wit h the contours ¡\\..... 7\’„ we denote via (1[ /\u| i ■ ···: A „);
G'(Ao|A'i......7v„) = n  (1 +  exi>(-/7/(77) -  1))
B€/6’(0|l....n)
where 7G'(0|1,..., n) is the set of all interaction elements intersecting the 
support of the contour K q.
On the potential V {B )  we impose the following natural condition:
6’(A'o|Ad,...,A'„) = n |(l+ exp (-^/(7?)- l)) < /ti(|s«//>p(7vo)|)/i2(ifcf(0|J,...,n))
BG/G(0|l,...,n)
where <7Asf(0|l,.. . ,  n.) is the distance between the su])port ol Ao and the 
union of the sup])orts of contours 7\’i ,..., 7\„, and the lunctions /i,(.r) satisiy 
the follow'ing conditions:
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lim Ιι·ι{χ)/χ — Ο lini Ιΐ2(χ) = 0.7—>00 ^ (2 .2 ;{)
In other words, tlie interaction of on A'o tends to zcio when the
distance between them increases, and the value of the inteiaction increases 
witli a rate less than the length of tlie support of Ko-
These conditions are very natural and in |)articular arc held in all iiuxhils 
with pair potential U{x) ~  as .r oo,0 < a . In the pair ])otential
case (see [9
G{Ko\K]· <  co?/.s/(f//.sT0|l.n)) ''{\siipp{l\\,] , I-'.
Tlie following lemma is an analogue of Lemma o for cluslers (not su])er 
eluslers).
Lenmiii 6. For each fixed interval 7. there exists a ηιηηΙκΜ· Ιοί/), which 
depends on 7 only, such t hat if V > \o(7)
1/2 Ξ ' · ' < Ξ · = ^ie (79 ,) . . .u . (7 ;„ J
where the summation is taken over all non-long, non-ordered compatible 
collections of clusters [79],..., An], U"=i C I n — 7 corresponding to the
boundary conditions <p\x),x G Z ’ — Ιν ;φ ' {χ ) ,χ  G 7.
Proof.
where the summation in jj, taken over all non-ordered com])ati-
ble collections of clusters [77], containing at least one long cluster,
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U 'r= \ C  /;v - / corn'.spoiKliiii;, to the houiid.iry conditions ^ '(,r),.r £ 
Z ‘ -  Iv',(p'(x),x e  I .
By dividing both sides of the last equality by E '’\ we get
( 2.2.1)
Now we are going to show that llie second term ( whicli is not ii('cessai*ily 
positive ) is negligible, 1-liat is the absolute value of it is less tliaii J /2  (actually 
we can show that the absolute value of tlie second term is less tlian any fixed 
positive number at sufiicientlj  ^ lai*ge \*alues of V’ ).
The term can be inter];re1ed as a '’ju'obabilit} '^’ l· (Long)  of the
event that there exists at least one long cluster.
We show that the al)Solu1,e valu(‘ of this ”i)robability''’ is h'ss than 1/2 l.)y 
t he following method. VW‘ est imate t ]\c (Kuisity of long clusters: t lu' pi*ol)al:)i!ity 
that, a given segment b( l^ongs to the su])port of some long cluster. Since some 
statistical weights of clust.ers are ])o.<iii\(' and some negative, we ('stimat.e the 
absolute values of these ‘’])robabilit i(r<*‘ . We show that for a fixed s(. g^ni(mt. the 
”])robabilitv’’ that this segment belcjiigs to t.he su])])ort of some' long cluster 
with ])ositive ’'probaI)ilit.y” minus the‘*])rol)ability·' that, tins s('gment belongs 
to the support of some long cluster with negative '’probabilitjd’ is less than one. 
Since the density is less than one, by the Law of Large Numbers a ’’typical” 
long cluster has not very long support, and therefore has long bonds. When V 
tends to infinity, the total length of bonds tends to infinit} ,^ and the impact of 
these bonds tends to zero.
Let us replace each term in with its absolute value. That is, each
factor io{Di) we re])lace with \io{Di)\.
Now the expression ^  )|/E'’* which is tlie sum of the ab­
solute values of ’’probabilities” of configurations containing at least one long 
cluster can be interpreted as a ’’absolute probability” P" ’^‘{Long)  of the event
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lililí, l.liere is al. Icasl. oiic long c.lusl.ri· ( íi<'.1.iiall_y, this cx|)i('ssioii cxnH'ds tlio 
íihsolute valuó oí the ronrial ex]>ressioii íor the ])rohal)ility oí the evc'iit that 
there is at least one long cluster ).
Now our aim is to estim ate the ’’absolute probability” P"'”‘ ol tlie event 
that a given segment belongs to the support of the cluster. In other words, we 
are going to estimate the statistical weights of clusters after re])lacing of tlu’ 
values of all negative bonds with their absolute values. Of course', after this 
replacement the statistical weights of clusters b('Comes greater·, but it t.nrns out 
t hat not essentially.
Let ip{x)^x E Iv — I  be an arbitrary configuration which contains contours 
A',,.... K,, K  =  U', A',:, =  K  n [ -  K - ( | /|/2)] and = K  n [|71/2, \/].
Put C ’ (^(.r)) = |K^ | and CP('^{x}) =  |K2|
\P < P"’- iL o » g }  = X:|ıe(A)|...l·'·(/.A,.)i/E'■'
7^.1
= P ‘-'^^{Long,> p) + P'^'^\Long,< p)
<n /1/—'
where last two summations are taken over all non-ordered com]:)at ible collec­
tions of clusters [D i,..., Dm\ containing at least one long cluster, IJ-'Lj suppD i  C 
J n — I  corresponding to the boundary conditions y?’ (x),.r € Z’ — ly] 'p'{x)i x- G 
7, the summation in is taken over all configurations g:{Jv) : ‘p { J )  =
.p'{I)-2C\ip{x))/{\lv\-  |7|) >  p-,2C^ip{x))/i\lv\ -  |/1) > p. Hie summation 
in is taken over all configurations <p{Jv) '■ ^(7) =  (p'{l)',2C'(ip{x))/{\lv\ — 
|7|) < p',2C^{(p{x))/{\Jv\ — |/|) <  p. It means that the density of contours 
in each configuralion from in both segments [— —(|/|/2)] and
[|7|/2, K] is greater then p ( is not greater than p).
We fixed the value of p  as 1 — <//2/, where the values of (j and / will be 
(h'fined in the proof of Lemma. 8.
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H. luni.s ou). 1 lifli. IİK' long dusters are negligiMe:
Lcminii T. For ciidi fixed interval 1 lliere exists a vaine of I f,· flift if
F  > K)
P^^^-\Lou(j) =  P^‘'-\Long, > p) +  P^’'-‘{Long. < p) < i /2 (2.2.5))abs abs /
Li'irima 7 is a coiis('(|ueiiœ of the followiug 1\vo lemmas.
Lennna 8 . For each fixed interval I there exists a value of \ ,j. .-uch that 
> Ko
P^'^iLoug, > p ) <  \ lA
ijcmuiH 9. For each fixed interval / lliere exists a value of If,, 'udi I liai if
> Vo
P^ '^- i^Loug, < p) < 1/4
P r o o f  of Lemma 8 .
Consider the partition of Z’ into segments Tk — Tk{l) , where Tf;{l) is the 
segment with the center at x =  {lf2)-\-kl and with the length / (7). consists of / 
segments 7^ .). The value of I will be defined later. Let us consider an arbitrary 
configuration <^ (3·). We sa.}^  that a segment 7^  is regular, if g>{lu-\ U/a U/ .^+i ) =  
V?'^ ’'(7/;_i Li Ik U7a+i ). We say that a segment 7a is suirer-regular, if Fa contains 
at least one regular segment.
Let P v  be a Gibbs measure corresironding to the boundary conditions
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Let the segment Jy — 1 consist of n segments Tk]k  =  J , 7j,.
We define a sample space i) consisting of 2” elementary events =  
[ c r ( l ) , c r ( n ) ] ,  where cr{k), k =  1, ...,n  takes two values : a {k )  =  0 corresponds 
to the case when the segment Tk is super-regular and a {k )  =  1 corresponds 
to the case when the segment Tk is not super-regular. On the sample space fi 
we define two different probability spaces (ii, P i )  and ( f i ,P 2 ) by the following 
formulas:
P i ( ^ 0  =  P iH l) , . . . ,c 7 (n ) ]= P v K l) ,. . . ,< T (n ) ]
where P v  is the Gibbs distribution P v , corresponding to the boundary 
conditions (p^(x),x 6 Z^,(/?'(/),X € / and
P i { A ’ ) =  P 2 M I ) , < ^ ( n ) ]  =  -  ?)*
where a denotes the total number of 1 entries of the vector =
We define a random vector ^ ( 2 ) , //(n)) on ihe probability space
(if, P i )  and respectively a random vector ( i( l) ,^ (2 ) , ...,^ (n)) on the probability 
space (17, P 2 ) by the formulas:
7]{k){A^) =  <r{k) and  ^(¿)(i4·') =  a {k )
The random variables j]{k) and ( {k )  are defined on the same sample space 
but on different probability spaces.
Due to the definitions, the random variables rj{k) are dependent, and the 
random variables ( { k )  are independent and identically distributed.
Consider the two sums J2k=i (^ '^) ti^ )·
Suppose that
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P(7/(m) =  \ \any conditions outside Tm) <  1 — «7 (2.26)
Note that P(7/(m) =  \\any conditions outside T^) <  1 — 9 =  P(^(m ) =  1 
and therefore the following assertion must hold.
P roposition .
k€K keK
for all natural values of L
Proof. Let us define a new pseudo-probability function on the
sample space Cl as
^  =  a{k ') ,k '  e  K ’]({k") =  a{k'').k"  G K")
=  P[y{k') =  o {k') ,k '  e K ')P {i{k " )  =  a {k" ) ,k"  G K")
=  P{rt{k') =  o { y \ k ' e K ' ) { l - q )JA·"!
where K "  is an arbitrary subset of [ l ,.. .,n ] , K ' =  [ I ,...,n ]  — A'", and \K"\ 
is a number of elements of K ".
Roughly speaking, we get "replacing” random variables rj{k")
with random variables i{k" ) .
Now we prove the following inequality
> 0  < P ”""^‘'- '^"(/l(/))
fc=l
(2.27)
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for iiiiy K "  C wliere tlio compoiiiKl ('V<'.ii1, /1(7) is llio iiiiion of iill
elementary events A·’ — [ a ( l ) , s u c h  that for each A·’ : rr{i) > /).
Consider an event ?/(A:) > /. 'Idiis coni])ound event can he re,|)resen1(>d 
as the union of elementary events A·'' =  [ < j ( l c r ( ? ? ) ] .  such that for each 
elementary event the cr{i) > /. Thus, the ine(|uality (27) is e<|uivalent to 
the following inequality
E P W O  =  'T(I).....>,(■«) =  w . .) )  <  ( 2 .» )
where both summations are taken over all possible e\'ents A·’ =
[ a ( ] c j ( / i . ) ] ,  such lhat 12’'=] ^('') — ·^
Suppose that K " = s in (27). ll means that we are going 1o "r^'place" a 
random variable ;/(.s) with random variable i(s ) .
Summations in (28) are laken over some class of eleinenlarv (!venls .1·'. 
For (-aril elementary event .-1·' we ha\-(> two ])Ossibilities. iianielw 't(.s) = j and 
o;(.s) =  0.
Consider A·', siuh that cr(s) =  1 and two teirns from (27) corresponding to 
/1·', namelj^ a term from left hand side and a term IVoni right hand side of (27). 
For this elementary event A·' — [(7(1)......<7(/;)] we have
P(i/(1) = Cr(l),...,7?(s) = Cr(s) = l,...,7/(?i) = (T{ri))
= P(??(l) =  cr(l),...,r/(s-l) =  a(6-]) ,7/(s+ l) = (t{s+\)..... 7j{u) = a{n ))P{i](s)
=  cr(A') =  1 |u7ic?er conditions : 7/(1) =  cr ( l) , ..., 7/(6--l) =  cr(s—1), 7/(.s+l) =  (t (¿!+1 ), 7/(77) =  o
< P ( t/(1) =  <t(1),...,7/(.s- 1 )  = a{s-]),ri{s-\-]) = (t(s+1 ) , . . . ,7/(7/) = cr(?7.))(l-9) = P m ixt
because of a conditional probability P(7/(.‘^ ) =  1 \any condition.^ ou is id c l ; ) <  
\ — q. Tims, for all these A^
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P(?/(l) =  <t(J ;/(.s) = a {s)  = I ^  (t(//.)) < p
Consider A\ Slid) that (t(s ) =  0. Now we use the following trick: together 
with /1·’ we consider an engaged eleniontaiy evc'iit A‘, which is ohi.ained by 
changing of (r(i) into 1 (obviously A‘ belongs to the same compound event 
A{1) and for different elementar}' events A·^  witli a(s) =  0 wc ha\’e different 
elementary events A‘.
For these two elementary events /1·' = [<r( 1),.... rx(.s) =  (). .... o{u)] and A' =  
[(t(] ) , . . . ,  cr'(.s) =  1,..., (T(?i.)] we have
P(//fl) = (t{] ),..., i/(.s) = a{s) -  0,.... //(?0 = a(n]] 
+P(?/(1) =  a(]),...,7/(.s) = cr'(s) =  i , ■...'/("■) =  ^ i"))
=  P ( r / ( ] ]  =  (t(1).....= <t(.s- J ).;/(.s+1) = o-(.s+l),....//(//) = r7(n.))P(7/(-s)
= a { s )  =  0 \ u n ( l ( .  r  c o n d U i o n s  ; //(1) = a( 1),.... //(.s— 1) = a { s — I I. / / ( 1  )rr(.s4-l).....¡ ¡ [ j i ]  —  a
+
P(//(l) = (t (1 ),.... î/(.s - L ) = (t{a--1).//(.ş+ J) = cr(..s + ]),...,?/(;/) = r T { n ) ) P { i i { s )
= cr'{s) — l\undcr condiiions : 7/(1) = (t(1), . . . , //(s—1) = <t(s—1 ). 7/(.s+l)cr(s+l)..... 7/(77) = c
(the following equality is valid due to the fact that the sum of two condi­
tional complementary events is equal to one)
=  P(7/(l) =  cr(l),...,r/(s -  1) =  a {s  -  l),7/(s -k 1) =  (t(5 -k 1), .··,'/(?') =  cr('O)
= (9-k(l-«/))P(7/(l) = <7(l),...,7/(s-]) = (T(s-l),r/(s-k]) = cr(.s-kl),...,7/(n) = a(n])
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iliiKs, for all of the second kind we have
P(?/(l) =  ...,r/(.S·) =  cr(if) =  0,...,?/(?r) =
+P(r/(1) = a(J),....7/(.s) = a'{s) = I , ....?/(//) = a{n)) =
In the case wIk' ii I\" =  s tlie iii(.‘(|iiality (27) ( and therefore (2S)) is provx'd.
In the general case, wlien J\" consists of / numbers (wIk'Ii \V(' "replace" 
/ random varial^les). we I times snccrrssively repeat the same argniiH'nt. and 
obtain (28).
Just by ])uttiug h ” -  K  we com])lete the proof of the Proposition.
Tlie random \ariabhis <^ (^ ) are iinlependeut and idoit ically (list l ibut ('d. 'Die 
mathematical e.\])ectation of ^(k) e(|uals 1 — q.
Now we show that the inequalit37 (2G) is valid for the ’’absolute ])robabilit}d’ 
pabs  ^ that is
=  \ \miy conditions outside Tm) ^  1 ~ V (2.29)
Let P y  be Gibbs measure corresponding to arbitrary boundary conditions 
and be an arbitrary segment. Consider the set of all configurations on the 
interval Tk and the restriction of the measure P y  on this set.. We show tliat at 
some value of / the ’’absolute probability ” that in Tk there' is at. h'ast, one 
regular segment is greater than q > 0 for some constant q not d('i)ending on k. 
The event q{ni) =  1 means that all segments belonging to d\· are non-regular.
The condition (3) and the Peierls argument method directly im])ly that
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[il{m ) — \ \cou.diiiuns ouimdc. 7’„j arap^' (x)) < exp{—jill)
Now we note that the inequality (29) which is just llie ine<juality (30) at 
an}  ^ conditions outside Tk is also held at sufficiently large values of I. Indeed, 
due to (22) when we increase the value of I the influence of the conditions 
outside Tk on the configuration in Tk increases with the rate h'ss l.han 1 ami 
tluirefore at some value of / and for some ])ositive /i < /
P"*''’(7/(?r<.) =  condiiion·^ out.'iidc T„,) < exp( —.7/]/) <
Now Lemma. 8 is a direct conse(|ueiice of the Strong Law of Large' .NumLers 
for ^{k) and the Proposition. Indoied. consider independent Bernoulli tiials 
when the probability of success at each trial eepials 1 — q. .According to the 
Strong Law of Large Numbers, the ])iobability of the event that the density of 
successes excc'c'ds 1 — (¡' : 0 < (¡' < (¡. is h'ss than J/l. when \ le-iids to infinily. 
It means that the ’’absolute ])robabilit\ " of the event that the density of non 
su])er-regular segments is greater than J — (¡' is less than l/l. Dm' to tin' 
Proposition, this probability is great<'r than the prol)ability of the event 
lliat the density of non su])er-regular s('gments Tk is great('r than 1 — q'. In 
other words, the probability of tin' ('V('iit that the density of super-regular 
segments Tk is less than 1 — <7^ is less t han 1/4. Thus, the P “*'® prolrability of 
the event that the density of super-regular segments Tk is greater than 1 — q' is 
greater than 1/4. Taking into account t hat each super-regular segment con­
tains at least one regular segments, one can see that the last st atement implies 
the Lemma 8 if the parameter p is chosen from the open interval (1 — </'//, 1). 
We choose tlie value of p as 1 — q 121.
Lemma 8 is proved.
P roo f of Lemma. 9.
Let us consider the .set of all long clusters P>, with the density of su])))orts 
less than p. Let supp{D) =  D]-jSupp[l\j). These supports ¡\j are connected
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Ix't wi'ejj tİK'mselves and wi1.li 1 lie liouiidary. Siiire tlu'di'iisil y of sii])|)()i*l..s is iiol 
greater that p < J the sum of the huigths of hoiids in both halves [—V\—\l\/2 
and [\]\/2,V] is not kîss than {V -  \J\/2){] - p ) .  When V goes to iiiiiiiity Ilır 
sum of lengths of a.ny long cluster with the density less than p UukIs to iniiiiily. 
and by the condition (22) the impact of these bonds tends to zero.
choosing tlie appropriate vahui of V we complete the ])ioof of Lemma
9.
Lemma 9 is proved.
We omit the huge proof of Lemma 5 since it is absolutely analogous to ihe 
|)roof of Lemma. 6. The only difference is the fact that in overlapped
clusters are allowed, so the densil v of non regular .segments of typical configu­
rations in Lemmas 8,9 instead of p will be a number less than 1 — (1 —p)(l — p i
Partition functions including only non long su])er clusters satisfy the |V>1- 
lowing key lemma which has a geometricaily-coinbinatorial e.xplanat ion.
LeirmiH 10.
where the factor Q =  is uniformly bounded :
0 < consti < Q < con sİ2 .
RernarA'.The factor Q appears due to the fact that the configurations with 
minimal energies corres])onding to the different boundary conditions do not 
coincide everywhere ( due to Lemma 1 they differ on some finite set and due 
to the condition (2) Q is finite).
Proof. Due to the factor Q without loss of generality we sujipose t.hat t he
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configurations witli niiniinal cnergii-s concs])omling to the (liireront boundary 
conditions coincide with
The summations in .|)] non-long,
non-ordered compatible collections of super clusters.
We put a one-to-one correspondence between the terms of t hese two su])er 
]»artition functions.
The Fig.l shows how this one-to-one correspondence can be carried out.
T, 0.1 0./r. 'r,
" ¿ p  n — n’ n - P '*’-
■  I
To the term )"'(AV ) " ’(As " '(A t ) " ’(-^8 1
- I . " and(the first four factors of this term cajne from the ])artitiou function E 
the last four factors of this term came from the partition function E '^ ) of the 
super partition function y^g correspond the term
w {D l')u iD l’ )w {D r)iiiD l')w {D l'\ iiD l')w {D l'\ iiD l" )  (the first four 
factors of this term came from the partition function E ’’* and the last four 
factors of this term came from the partition function E^") of the super parti­
tion function t
It can be easily shown that this one-to-one correspondence is well defined: 
if some term from corrcsj)onding to the term from E jQgt;
not exist ( in other words, the corres]>onding clusters from E^’* or E^’ are 
overlapped) then the term from 5 ’ .".2,'.(»'·/·) jg long su])er cluster, which is im- 
po.s.sible.
Tlie Lemma is proved.
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The iiie(iiiali(,y (9) is a direrl eoiiseiUHiiice of ]j(‘niin;i 5 aiid l.('iniii;i. 10. The 
Lemma 2 is proved.
Let and be two different extreme Cihbs states of the model ( j )  ((ji- 
responding to the boundary conditions v?’ (x) and respectively.
T heorem  2 ([18]). P^ and P^ are singular or coincide.
P roo f o f  Theorem  1. Let P^ and P^ be two different extrc'im' limit Gibbs 
states of the model (1) corresponding to the boundary conditions v '^(.r) and 
res])ect,ively. Due to Lemma 2 P^ and P^ are not singular. Therefore, by 
Theorem 2 P^ and P^ coincide, which contradicts the assum|)tioii. ndieorem 
1 is ])roved.
2.4 Conclusions
111 [11] the following conjecture describing sufficient conditions for the aliseiice 
of phase transitions was formulated:
Conjecture. Any one-dimensional model with discrete (at most countable) 
spin space and with a unique ground state has a unique Gibbs state if the spin 
space of this model is finite or the potential of this model is translationally 
invariant.
Our Theorem 1 is closely related to t his conjecture.
The main point in the proof of the uniquene.ss of Gibbs states is Lemma 
10 and the estimation of long su])er clusters connecting the boundary with the 
segment 1. We reduce the summation in into
t.hat long clusters from the partition function have long interaction
(dements and tlierefore are negligible.
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I ’lie Tlieorein 1 admits geriera.lizations in different directions:
1. The Theorem 1 can be generalized for the models having a nnicjne ground 
state to within translations. But in this case we liave to add one more condil ion
E и ы в  и .4) -  +  / и .4)1 < ron.s/
,4 C( — .'x>)
where the inequality holds uniformly with respect to the conliguration jr(.r) 
and integer numbers rn.l.
2. The Theorem 1 can be generalized for the models with a countable 
spin space. In this case* the condition (3) must, be re])laced with the following 
condition;
d'heix' ('xists /t" > 0 such that foi· all i > i"' and for any finite' s('t .1 I  
with th(' lemith |/ll
j ; ;  eX|,(-rf(yy(/(,,·)) -  yy(v~"(,i·)))) < r.X|.(-.y(i|.l|))
where t he summation is taken over all ¡yossible finite ])erturbations ^'(.r) of 
the ground state on the finite set A.
3. Su])pose that in two dimensional case the configuration with the mini­
mal energy € 4>(K) differs from the ground state on some set of finite
volume C , where the constant C  can be cliosen uniformly with res])ect to V 
and boundaiy conditions v^ ’ (x). Then by using the method of tliis ]>aper we 
can also ])iove t he uniqueness theorem for 2-dimensioncd models wit.h a tinique 
ground state. ( .see also [16] but oidy at ’’very” low temperatures (in one dimen­
sion the condition on low temperatures comes just from the need in condition 
(3)). In fact, even if the condition (3) is held, in 2-dimension the ])henomenon 
of |)ercolat ion does not allow us to ])rove the analog of Lemma 7 at any temper­
ature (in 1-dimension the constant p in Lemma 8 can be an arbitrary number.
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less l.luiii one, but. in 'i-dimciisioii in older (,o rrsisl. ;i penolii(ion. /^ imisf bo 
boiliMled above, say by Ü.5Ü3).
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Chapter 3
A MODEL WITH PHASE 
TRANSITION
3.1 Introduction
Tlie, ])rol)lem ol phase Iraiisitions in oiie-diiiieiisioDal models has l)een sliulied in 
vai’ious paj)ers [l]-[lh]. In this clia])l(T W’v eonsi niet a one-din)('iisional model 
ha\’ing at least two extreme Gibhs stat,<\s which makes dear two (|m'stions 
ionnniatc'd heiore. In [II] the following conjc'clure was formiilated: any one- 
dimensional model with discrete sjnn s])ace and wit.h a. iiniciue ground state has 
a unique Gibbs state if the spin space of t his model is finite or the ])otential of 
t his model is translationally invariant. The arguments of the c«nijecture which 
originates from [10] are listed in [12]. The examples of models exhibiting j)hase 
tran.sition in the cases when the conditions of the conjecture are violated are 
constructed in [11] and [12]. In these papers one-dimensional models with 
unique ground state, non translation invariant ])otentiaI and countable s]nn 
space liaving respectively at least two and countable many extreme Gibbs st at.es 
are constructed. Both models have the following property. If P "  is an extreme 
limit Gibbs state ’’corresponding” to the spin n (.see [12]) then
P"(^(;r ,)  = «,^(.^2) =  =  o )  > 1/2
where the last inequality is held uniformly with respect to / and ;) ], x ....r/.
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'J’lie last inequality is unusual for the ramloin fields but on the other hand is 
typical for the one-dinuMisional models with short-rang(' intcnaction exhibiling 
phase transition: in [d] is was shown that the inhomogeneous Ising models 
exhibiting pliase transition have the property (31). The exi)lanation of ihe 
property (31) is that in one-dimensional models exhibiting i)hase transition 
the coupling ])otential is strong enough to guarantee the inecjuality (31).
3'he natural question arises [12]: is the proi)erty ( 3 i ) held m'ci'ssarily for any 
one-dimensional model with unique ground state exhil)iting phase transition?
In tills chaj)t.er we construct a model having two spins and uniqiu' ground 
state exhibiting phase transition for which the property (31) is not held. Thus,
a) the answer for the last question is negative
b) the Clonjecture is not corroict in its present form.
We say that the ground state (g‘' '^(.r) is "stablo*’, if for any iinit.e set .1 C 
with the length \A\
where t >  0, \A\ is the number of sites of A and f ' {x )  is a iierturbation of 
the ground state on the finite set A.
In spite of the contourexample constructed in the next sect ion, tlie conjec­
ture is valid under some natural additional conditions:
Theorem  3. Consider a one-dimensional model with finite spin space and 
with a unique ’’stable” ground state. Su])po.se that the potential satlsiit's some 
natural decreasing conditions (see (22) [13]). Then the mochd has a unique 
Cibbs state at low tem])eratures [1.3].
3G
3.2 Construction of the Model
In iliis section we construct a model with a nnicine. ground state' and two spin 
variables which has at least two extreme limit Gibbs states.
(Consider a partition of n ( —00 , —1] into intervals /„ =  [' '^„+1 · n — 
1 ,2 , . . . ,  where the .se(|uence a„ is definoxl by the following recui rent relation:
a, = -0.5 = K  = (1 -  (I.Oi)"··’’'“ ' ) “ '
The model is defined by the Hamiltonian
H (vb-))=  x :  U (vW ))M l.,*< ))-  E  Vi'·)
xeZ^ \x<0 xeZ :^x>0
wliere the value of n  is deiined hy 1 he condit ion : r  E  ¡ u  diid 1 Ik' s])iii x ai iahles 
y^ (:r) take t-wo values: 1 and 0.
The ])o1ent ial U  is deiined by the formulas:
;/((,?(.?■) = j,^ (/„+ i)) = -Ino.S/:/ > 0.7
.j’GZ^  Ç y„+i
U{ip(x) =  0, (/?(/„+!)) =  -  In 0.2 i/ Y  ip{x)lbn+i > 0.1
x£Z^  ]
C/(v?(x) =  0,(^(7„+i)) = -InO.Gf/ Y  ^{x)/bn+\ <0.'i
U{(p(x) = 0, v?(/„+i )) = -  In 0.4 i f  Y  ^{x)lbn+\ < 0.7
x£Z^  ;a;G/n + l
Lemina 11. The configuration (p '^'{x) = 1 is a unicpie gronnd stat(' of the 
model (4).
Proof. Let a configuration ^p'{x) be a finit e perturbation of t.he configuration 
tf{x) =  1. Then
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xez^]x<o xez^\x>o
=  E - E > o
1 2
since due to tlie definitions possible nonzero terms of are — In 0.8 — 
In 0.8, — In O.G — In 0.8, — In 0.4 — In 0.8 and — In 0.2 — In 0.8 and I liey arc' non neg­
ative and all nonzero terms of Y^ 2 1 ~ 1 I < non-posilivc'.
Tlieixd'ore, the configuiation = I is a ground st.ate.
Now, hit the configuration be a ground state. We show that for any
x' € ’t^ '(x') =  1· Indeed, if x' >  0 and - '^(x') = 0, we define a configurai ion
(p"'(x) by the formula : (.t ') =  1 and for all x x'ip''{x) =  y''{x). Then
/y ((,?’'(.)·) —/y(t ”^(.i’) =  —1 < 0 and contradiction. On the oth('r hand, if./·' < 0 
and <^ '{x') — 0, we define a configuration .,; (·/·) by the formula ; ip"{x) =  1 for 
all x' < X < 0 and "^(■/’) = y '^(x) for all .r ~ [./·', 0]. Then as it can be easily 
shown I I ( x )  — JJ {'ÿ '( x } < 0 and again contrailiction. The lemma is ])ro\'ed.
TiK'oreiri 4. Let /4 — 1. There exist a1 least two limit Cibbs s1a1('s of the 
model (34).
Proof. Consider limit Gibbs states P® and corresponding to the bound­
ary conditions and respectively, where =  0 and v?’ (.r). In
order to prove the theoiem we show 1,liat
y y (9 '(x ) )  -  I J M r ) )
pO((^(-l) =  0 )> 0 .5 9 (3.5)
p i ( ( ^ ( - l )  =  1) > 0.79
We start with the proof of the inequality (36).
Since P^ and P^ are weak limits of P^v and P*Vin order to ))rove the 
inequalities (35) and (36) we sliow that
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P ' V ( 9 ( - J )  = ] )  > 0.5!M (3.7)
p i „ ( y , ( - J )  =  ]) > 0.792 (3.8)
where P^yancl P^k are the Gihb.s distributions corresponding res])ectively 
to the. boundary conditions (r·'(·''’) =  1 '■»^ (^•'’O — b,;r € — [—V . \ ].
We start with the proof of tlie ine(|nality (38).
Let a configuration '•p{x) be fixed. ,VVe say that l.he the interval /,, i.'^  1-good, 
b Hxez'ixei,, > 0.7
It follows from th(' definition of the Hamiltonian that since all s])in.s vari- 
abh's i^(.r)..i· G [0, I'] are independent and do not. de])end on the liound- 
ary conditions, tlie rest.riction of the Gibbs distribution P^\· on the set 
r'i·'·),·'· t  [—1. — 1] can be treated as a .Markov chain starting at point .r = — I ’ 
a.nd ending at |)oint .r =  —I with the following transition proltaihlities ( the 
tnernor\· of the Marko\· chain tends to iniinitv vvIk'Ii \ ' t(>nds to iniinitv) :
P^'(i^(.τ) = I |7„+i i s  1 -  (j o(m I) =  0.8
P i^/(i^(at) =  is not 1 — good) =  O.G
First of all, note that
P^v((^(—1) =  1) =  P^v(<»?(—1) =  in/2?ksl—^ ooJ)-|-P^i/((^(—]) =  in/j/sno/l—</oo<7)
> P^ \/(i,i>( —1) = lC]]2ii>\—good) =  P^ \.'(i,:>( —1) = l\J2isl—good)P^ v {l2 isl—good)
=  0.8P^ 1/(^2 is ] — good) 
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I 1ms, ill order (o prove (.{S). ¡1, is siidieieiil )<< show I h;t(
P^\'(72«ii] — (jood) > ().!)9 (3.9)
Suppo,se tliat, [ -V  -  1/2, - 1  /2] =
•Since P^v (72 i*· 1 — (load) > P^\/(nji._2(7fc ¿a· 1 — good))^ in or(l('r lo j)rove 
(39) we prove lhal,
P^i/(n[._2(7/; is  J — good)) > 0.99 (3.1Ü)
Now note that
P^ ' ■ ( ( //, is I — good))
P ^ y {ltis\ —good\^{x) =  J..r < — V) J J  P^y{li-is\—good)\li.^iis\—go(}d}
1
VVe esi imate tlie prol)ability P^ \.'(7/, is I — //oo(/)|7/,+ i is 1 — good).
P ^ vih i^ ^ i-good)\ lk+ iia l-good) =  P ^ ' (  > (^ ■’i)\ hc+ :^ ^ -9 ood)
xez'-,xeik
>P^/(| ^  v^(:r)/6,-0.81 < 0 .5 )
xeZ';xelk
Now note that the Markov chain P^ i/(i^ (7a.))|7a-+i is 1 — good) starting at 
])oint «„+j +  1/2 and ending at point «„ — 1/2 can be treated as a secpience 
of inde|)endenl Bernoulli random variables taking the valm's 1 and 0 with 
probabilities 0.8 and 0.2. Thus, by a])j)lying tlie Weak Law of Large Numljers 
t o the last expression we get
P V d  E  v W / f e - 0 . 8 | < 0 . . 5 ) > I - ^
x E Z ’
^0
> \ -  ] ! h  =  i -  -  0.99"··''''"') =  ().99"··'’''
Now
¿.'i J -  good))
=  —good\ip{:r) =  J,3-' < —V) J J  V ^ v { I i ; i . ‘> [ — g o o d ) \ l ) ; ^ \  /.sj — g o o d )
A-i-l
> J J  P^ \/(7/,. ii> J — /'.s J — good) > J J  0 .99"··’ =  (I.H!)
A=2 h - 2
' H^iiis, llie inequality (¿10) i.s proved. .Now llie inequality (10) implit'.s the 
ine(|uality (.'18) wliicli in i(.s turn implies the imM|ualily (.'{(i).
Tlie in('(|ualily {'M) lias a similar proof, we do not go into details. We say 
t hat th(' interval /„ is 0-good, '<
The only difl’erence with the proof of (.'{()) is that the .Maikov ehain 
P"v’(r (7/c))|7a + i '>■? 0 — good) is a sequenee of independent Bc'rnoulli random 
variables taking the values 1 and 0 with probabilities O.G and O.T But this 
difference is not essential, since
P ^ v{Jk i^ 0 -good )\ h+ ii60 -good ) =  P®v( < 0.7)\Ii;+^i->0-good)
>p®v(| E  <,?0r)//>A -  0.6| < 0.5)
x€Z'-,x€lk
> pV(I E  -  O.fil < 0.5) > 1 -
xeZ'-,x€lk '·
> ] -  ]/6fc =  1 -  (J -  0.99"···'' ) =  0.99"·'· 
4]
-^1
Theorem 3 is j)roved.
3.3 Final Remarks
The model evidently does not satisfy (31).
The unique unique ground state of the model (34) is stable! Indeed, suppose 
that a configuration ^'{x) is a perturbation of the ground state on some
finite area A. If y4 C [0,oo), then it can be easily shown that the inequality 
(32) is held with f =  1. Suppose that the set A C (—oo,0). Let us arrange the 
elements of A into decreasing order: A = .T},X2, where .r, > ry if i < j .
Consider the expression A — H{ip'{x)) — H{(p^^{x)). Suppose that xi G In- 
When we replace tlie ip'(x-i) '= 0 by 1, then by the definitions the A becomes 
less by either —/nO.2 +  lnO.8 (if the interval 7„+i is 1-good) or —/nO. l -(- In O.G 
(if the interval /„4.] is ü-good). After that we replace the G’(;i’2) =  0 l)V 1 , again 
the A becomes less by the same rule. Also note that, if the con figurai ion ‘^ '{x) 
contains some numbei· of 0 — good  intervals, then after .some numl)er of ste])s 
each 0-good interval becomes 1-good interval, and in this transition, when the 
interval In becomes 1-good the A again becomes less by —lnO.6 -f /??.0.8 times 
the length of /„_!.
After p  steps the value of A evidently becomes 0. Therefore,
>  t \A\
where i =  m fn(l, —lnO.2 +  /nO.8, —/?j0.4 +  In 0.6) =  ln l.5
Thus, the ground state (p^ '^ {x) is stable, but there is a phase 1 ransition. The 
reason of this fact is the following: if we define contours in iJic model (3 4) as 
connected collections of spin varables ifi{x) =  0, then one can easily verify that
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I.lie ’’ iiiterad.ion” of fixed contour K  willi tjie, houmlary and otlier contours 
does not satisfy the conditions of d'lieorem 3.
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